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Testimony against COW recommendation Small School Equity For General Business Meeting

To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Jennifer Luke-Payne, I am the principal over Ka`a`awa Elementary School. I am
against the Committee on Weights recommendations to establish a threshold enrollment level.
A threshold doesn’t take into consideration all the positive things that a small school is. During a
time where the DOE is being criticized for over suspending students last school year, my small
school had only 10 office referrals. While people ask how we can increase inclusion practices,
my small school has over 90% inclusion rate. Instead of looking at small schools as a burden,
why not support small schools and use us as training grounds for best practices, piloting new
initiatives, or out of the box ideas? Education in Hawai`i wasn’t created for economics, it was
created to sustain our society and give our future leaders a chance. Please look for a better
option than setting a threshold that will damage communities and, in turn, have our students
lose their sense of place.

Mahalo
Jennifer Luke-Payne
Principal Ka`a`awa Elementary School

Vision

Ka`a`awa Elementary School students will leave a legacy by leading with greatness.
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darlene yoshizumi <dsy5472@aim.com>

To
testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us

09/17/2019 09:28 PM
boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us,
Subject Testimony - Sharon Takamori Waiahole/Waikane Community Assoc.
Member - WSF Fund Allocation

I strongly oppose the Committee on Weights (COW) formula. Waiahole & Kaaawa Elementary
Schools needs to remain open for the community and children.
I strongly believe that "pork" can be found for this issue. This is a heartstring issue, not a
political issue.
We pray you work towards total support to have Waiahole & Kaaawa Elementry Schools remain
open at all cost and funding. Our kids need you to help them!!
Sincerely and God Bless,
Sharon (Matayoshi) Takamori
72 year old former student of Waiahole Elementary School
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September 17, 2019

To whom it may concern:
I am a resident of Waiahole Valley and attended Waiahole Elementary School from 1953 until
1963. This school has fostered many fond memories, especially the close friendships I made
with my classmates and the close ties I have with the people and Ohana of the valley.
Waiahole Elementary School is a very important part of our community. The unique closeness
we have with everyone in the school from faculty to staff, and children, helps us to work together
in harmony. The small class sizes help the teachers to reach out to the students. Because we live
in a generation that harbors a lot of single parent, multi-family involvement, the teachers are
important to reach out to the students that need that one on one help. It can only be achieved by
small class sizes.
I believe that to merge schools together would be detrimental to the learning environment. I
believe that the teachers consider themselves a very important asset to our community and would
oppose the merger. Being a part of the generation from the past, I know we need to train
students that hard work is important, good attitudes about the school and teachers needs to be
fostered, and most importantly, we need to instill in the hearts of our children that the community
is the heart and soul of what living in Hawaii is about.
Our bonds, our ties, start from our community, the schools are the backbone of our community
as they train our young ones to be proud of where they live and support the efforts of our
community based Ohana. Family and cultural ties start from the schools and are very important
to our community as a whole. Let us not move to consolidate small schools but seek to see value
in them.

Thank you for your time,

Norman Sadoyama

Brittany Waracka
<brittanywaracka@gmail.com>
09/17/2019 08:36 PM

To boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Against minimum headcount

Aloha,
I am writing opposing to the public school minimum headcount. I was born and raised in
Ka’a’awa and attended Ka’a’awa elementary school. Attending a small community elementary
school has shaped me into the person I am today and am so blessed for that.
I am 100% against the headcount minimum because public schools should be about providing
education to our Keiki and ensuring they are an environment where they can flourish. The public
school system shouldn’t be about making money and/or reaching quotas. When did our Keiki
become a “headcount” oppose to our living & breathing future of Hawai’i? If this minimum
headcount were to pass, there would not only be many vital schools that would be shut down but
then principals and educators would be more concerned with just “reaching headcount” then
their actual purpose and mission. In addition, this would bring more burden to the communities
where the small schools are shut down and make “living in Hawai’i” harder than it already is.
Please do not move forward with this.
Mahalo,
Brittany Hopkins
Sent from my iPhone
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Tamar Bee <tamar.bee@k12.hi.us>
09/18/2019 09:52 AM

To boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony

Tamar Bee
Ka’a’awa Elementary School
51-296 Kamehameha Hwy.
Ka’a’awa, HI 96730
Board of Education
RE: Committee of Weights XI regarding the Weighted Student Formula fund allocation for the
2020-2021 and 2021-2022 School Years

September 18, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Tamar Bee, and I am the School Counselor and Student Services Coordinator at
Ka’a’awa Elementary School. I am writing this letter in opposition of recommendation of policy
development of Small School Equity, which would establish a threshold enrollment for viable
small schools. A policy that establishes such a threshold would negatively impact our school
and community by way of possible closure or consolidation. With our district extending from
Kualoa to Punalu’u, our students would truly feel the impacts of traveling far beyond their
community where they currently thrive and flourish. Our small, safe community allows our
students to walk or take a short ride to and from school, participate in afterschool programs,
and develop true social emotional relationships with others. As both a parent and educator,
small class size matters tremendously. Here at Ka’a’awa Elementary, we know each and
everyone of our students, and strive to develop leaders in each and everyone of them. On
paper we may look like we are not worth funding, but our students and staff matter! We may
be considered a “small school,” but we truly are mighty. We invite you to come and visit to see
for yourself that we MATTER!

Mahalo for your time!
Tamar M. Bee, Ka’a’awa Elementary School Counselor/Student Services Coordinator
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Davelani Johnson
<djohnson96744@yahoo.com>
09/18/2019 10:16 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject COW Recommendation For Small
School Equity

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it
is unfair to place an enrollment number on any school which will eventually
determine future closures or funding. There has to be more to making those
kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school closure or even adequate
funding due to an enrollment number. How is that fair to turn our children
away and place them in schools outside of our district when we have a school
right in our community? Or cut teacher funding and force our children’s
teachers and staff to be spread out so thin that it jeopardizes the attention
our kids will receive?
We live in the Waiahole community in which Waiahole Elementary School has been
the home school for many generations. It is part of our community, a part of
our history and a part our lives today. I’m am so blessed to have Waiahole
Elementary School for now my youngest daughter to attend. We recently enrolled
her into Waiahole and she thrives there due to the smaller classroom sizes,
the increase of teacher/staff attention she that receives due to that, and
just the uniqueness of the school entirely.
We are also apart of our community’s Association which holds meetings and
holiday functions in the school’s cafeteria and on the school grounds. It is
the center of our community as has been held as a gathering place for my
generations for both school children, friends and family and our community.
It would be a shame to consider school closures and adequate funding just base
on a “number”.
Thank you for your time & consideration.
Thank you,
Davelani Johnson
Sent from my iPhone
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Lucy Salas <ching.salas@gmail.com>
09/18/2019 10:19 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony

Deuteronomy 31:8 It is the LORD who goes before you. He will be with
you; he will not leave you or forsake you. Do not fear or be dismayed.”
Peace be with you.
Lucy M. Salas
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DAVELANI JOHNSON <keonz@yahoo.com>
09/18/2019 10:19 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject COW Recommendation For Small
School Equity

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it is unfair to place an
enrollment number on any school which will eventually determine future closures or funding.
There has to be more to making those kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school
closure or even adequate funding due to an enrollment number. How is that fair to turn our
children away and place them in schools outside of our district when we have a school right in
our community? Or cut teacher funding and force our children’s teachers and staff to be spread
out so thin that it jeopardizes the attention our kids will receive?
We live in the Waiahole community in which Waiahole Elementary School has been the home
school for many generations. It is part of our community, a part of our history and a part our
lives today. I’m am so blessed to have Waiahole Elementary School for now my youngest
daughter to attend. We recently enrolled her into Waiahole and she thrives there due to the
smaller classroom sizes, the increase of teacher/staff attention she that receives due to that, and
just the uniqueness of the school entirely.
We are also apart of our community’s Association which holds meetings and holiday functions
in the school’s cafeteria and on the school grounds. It is the center of our community as has been
held as a gathering place for my generations for both school children, friends and family and our
community.
It would be a shame to consider school closures and adequate funding just base on a “number”.
Thank you for your time & consideration.
Thank you,
Keith Johnson
Sent from my iPhone
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Kanani Ioane <kioane@live.com>
09/18/2019 10:39 AM

To "testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us"
<testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us>
cc
Subject Waiahole

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it
is unfair to place an enrollment number on any school which will eventually
determine future closures or funding. There has to be more to making those
kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school’s closure or even
adequate funding due to an enrollment number.
How is that fair to turn our children away and place them in schools outside
of our district when we have a school right in our community? Or cut teacher
funding and force our children’s teachers and staff to be spread out so thin
that it jeopardizes the attention our kids will receive?
I feel it is unfair and I oppose the ruling of future small school’s closure
or adequate funding for them solely based on a number of enrollment.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my letter!
Thank you,
Kanani Ioane
Waiahole Resident
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Kanani Ioane <kioane@live.com>
09/18/2019 10:40 AM

To "testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us"
<testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us>
cc
Subject Waiahole

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it
is unfair to place an enrollment number on any school which will eventually
determine future closures or funding. There has to be more to making those
kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school’s closure or even
adequate funding due to an enrollment number.
How is that fair to turn our children away and place them in schools outside
of our district when we have a school right in our community? Or cut teacher
funding and force our children’s teachers and staff to be spread out so thin
that it jeopardizes the attention our kids will receive?
I feel it is unfair and I oppose the ruling of future small school’s closure
or adequate funding for them solely based on a number of enrollment.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my letter!
Thank you,
Jason Ioane
Waiahole Resident
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DAVELANI JOHNSON <keonz@yahoo.com>
09/18/2019 10:46 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject COW Recommendation For Small
School Equity

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it
is unfair to place an enrollment number on any school which will eventually
determine future closures or funding. There has to be more to making those
kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school’s closure or even
adequate funding due to an enrollment number.
How is that fair to turn our children away and place them in schools outside
of our district when we have a school right in our community? Or cut teacher
funding and force our children’s teachers and staff to be spread out so thin
that it jeopardizes the attention our kids will receive?
I feel it is unfair and I oppose the ruling of future small school’s closure
or adequate funding for them solely based on a number of enrollment.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my letter!
Thank you,
Melvin Ige
Waiahole School District
Sent from my iPhone
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aliyah Johnson
<aliyahjohnson96744@gmail.com>
09/18/2019 11:09 AM

To "testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us"
<testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us>
cc
Subject COW Recommendation For Small
Schools Equity

Good morning,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it is unfair to place an
enrollment number on any school which will eventually determine future closures or funding.
There has to be more to making those kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school’s
closure or even adequate funding due to an enrollment number.
How is that fair to turn the children away and place them in schools outside of our district when
we have a school right in our community? Or cut teacher funding and force children’s teachers
and staff to be spread out so thin that it jeopardizes the attention the kids will receive?
I feel it is unfair and I oppose the ruling of future small school’s closure or adequate funding for
them solely based on a number of enrollment.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my letter!
Thank you,
Aliyah Johnson
Waiahole School District
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Staci Shiroma <staci.shiroma@k12.hi.us>
09/18/2019 10:57 AM

To boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony against Small School
Equity COW Recommendation to
create a threshold for small school
equity

Aloha and good morning,
My name is Staci K. Shiroma, I am a SASA at Ka'a'awa Elementary School. I reside in
Waiahole Valley. I would like to advocate strongly in opposition to the small school threshold,
in the best interest of every student that attends these schools and the community we reside in.
These two communities are a small but close knit community. I serve on the WWCA which is
Waiahole Waikane Community Association. Serving in the community and in the public school
in both these communities have brought me a great sense of community and just how important
it is to be a part of one. Waiahole Elementary and Ka'a'awa Elementary as you know are both
over a century old. It has stood the test of time and has planted many seeds in the children that it
has served. As far back as I know my father in law attended Waiahole Elementary School, down
to my grandchild currently. That is 4 generations. And I know I speak for more people like
myself at both elementary schools. If you take these opportunities away for these legacies to be
continued, it will displace children's identity. The heart and soul of the communities are
overflowed through the schools in these communities. I am asking you to please be more
forward-thinking and consider the long-term effects of school closures, rather than the short-term
bottom line. School closures will result in larger, more over crowded schools, fewer student
attending neighborhood schools, more traffic problems. Please consider the consequences for
the community before you make your final decision.
Mahalo,
Staci Kanoelehua Shiroma, SASA
Ka'a'awa Elementary School
808-305-6650
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Hilary White <hwhite@kaaawaschool.k12.hi.us>
09/18/2019 01:33 PM

To boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony COW reccommendation

BOE boardI am writing to you as a concerned parent, community member, and educator. It is very concerning that there seems to be an attitude that schools
should be closed based just on numbers or a student “threshold”. Has the effect on our communities been considered?
Have other alternatives been considered? There is much value in small schools.
Small schools foster citizenship, leadership, and social emotional skills through increased student engagement. Our students are highly engaged
in our school community. They have a sense of personal responsibility for our community. As a faculty member, I know almost all of the
students, and the students know all the teachers. This creates a sense of belonging, compassion, and a desire to do well.
As a faculty/staff member I understand the importance of each student. Each student is so very important and I try so hard to reach and teach
each one. There is a bond in small schools that is very unique. It often results in a sense of belonging and that each child, each student feels they
are important and needed.
As our school has been sorely underfunded for quite some time, we have learned how to work within a budget and make fiscally responsible
decisions. As team members of a small school we work hard to synergize and work together to make things work with what we have.
Our parents also feel a strong bond with our community centered school. Our school is an integral part of our community and neighborhood
fabric. We are a close knit community who know the value of our small school and the education provided to their children, our students.
I humbly ask that you consider the many factors and adjustments that can be made to FUND small schools. Our children’s education is not the
place to cut corners and reduce funding. The students are our future, they deserve better. Please do what is right.
Sincerely,
Hilary T White
Parent, Community Member, and Educator
at Kaaawa Elementary
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Pauline <pyoshizumi@hawaii.rr.com>
09/18/2019 08:09 PM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject COW Recommendation For Small
School Equity

Good evening,
I would like to oppose the recommendation for small schools equity. I feel it
is unfair to place an enrollment number on any school which will eventually
determine future closures or funding. There has to be more to making those
kinds of decisions than just deciding a future school’s closure or even
adequate funding due to an enrollment number.
How is that fair to turn our children away and place them in schools outside
of our district when we have a school right in our community? Or cut teacher
funding and force our children’s teachers and staff to be spread out so thin
that it jeopardizes the attention our kids will receive?
I feel it is unfair and I oppose the ruling of future small school’s closure
or adequate funding for them solely based on a number of enrollment.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my letter!
Thank you,
Pauline Yoshizumi
Sent from my iPhone
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Michael Kirk-Kuwaye
<mkirkkuwaye@gmail.com>
09/18/2019 04:55 PM

To boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony OPPOSING Small School
Equity: Establish a threshold
enrollment for viable small schools
//BOE General Business Meeting
9/19/19, 1pm

Re: F&I Committee Action on the Recommendations of the Committee on Weights XI regarding the Weighted
Student Formula Fund Allocation for the 2020-21 and 2021-2022 School Years // Small School Equity: Establish
a threshold enrollment for viable small schools

Aloha Board Members,
I am Michael Kirk-Kuwaye, Ka‘a‘awa resident, and I oppose the setting of a threshold
number that will trigger small school closures. This single threshold number sounds like
what Honolulu Magazine (HM) public school rankings does to the DOE every year -assigning a single grade to schools -- which is what everyone focuses on. In fact this may be
worse than what HM does because at least HM uses and shows the various subscores that
go into the grade.
This proposed single metric to trigger small school closure – student enrollment -- doesn’t
factor in the culture and history of the school and community, the many benefits of small
schools*, and the special needs of the students, such as their geographic isolation. It’s
common knowledge that road closures due to inclement weather happen regularly along
Kamehameha Highway from north Ko‘olaupoko and through all of Ko‘olauloa. Do we really
want to put more students on the road in these conditions, and parents as well, having to
travel to a school outside of their community? Also, Hawaii is already one of the most
traffic-congested states in the nation. I don’t think BOE policies should add to this
problem.Finally, small school "equity" does not mean "equal" -- as used in a formula -- but
what is fair, based on the unique needs of students, schools and their communities.
* http://www.ruraledu.org/user_uploads/docs/hobbit_effect.pdf
Thank you for considering my views.
Respectfully,
Michael Kirk-Kuwaye
Ka‘a‘awa resident
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September 19, 2019

Hawaiʻi Board of Education
General Business Meeting
Catherine Payne, Chair
Brian De Lima, Vice Chair
Aloha Chair Payne, Vice Chair De Lima, and Members,
We would like to comment on item IV D (3) update on the development of a 10-year
Board of Education and Department of Education Strategic Plan, and (4) update on
Every Student Succeeds Act (“ESSA”) Plan Amendment
We are a group of equity in education advocates that represent the voices of Native
Hawaiian, parent, disability, higher education, multilingual, social justice, and
education reform communities and are committed to advocate for students who have
historically struggled in our public education system.
Regarding item IV D (3), we look forward to seeing the HIDOE draft of the 2030
Promise plan and appreciate the inclusion of stakeholder feedback throughout this
entire process. As we move into the discussion phase on aligning the plan with
benchmarks and metrics, we would like to reiterate the message that we have provided
in previous testimonies, that in order to track the progress of the Strategic Plan and
provide guidance and clarity to schools and the community, the Department should take
a balanced approach of including both quantitative and qualitative measures.
We also hope to see the Department answer the following questions, which have been
echoed by fellow community partners:
1) Moving into the new strategic plan, how does the Department plan to specifically
address 2017-2020 Strategic Plan goals that have not been reached, including
chronic absenteeism, the achievement gap, and foundational academic
proficiency?
Relatedly, at the upcoming Data Retreat scheduled for November 7, 2019,
will the Department provide the public with a comprehensive evaluation on
the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan that includes an analysis of each
indicator, lessons learned, and strategies needed to reach these goals?
Ideally, this report would be produced in advance of the final approval of
the 2030 Promise Plan and would guide the new plan.
2) For any benchmarks and indicators selected for the new strategic plan, will the
Department disaggregate data to better show the performance of high-needs

students? This includes indicators such as college-going rate and dual credit
attainment.
In addition to more transparency around disaggregated data, will the
Department provide clarity on what specifically is being done to address
the subgroup performance, whether or not there is progress, and why?
Regarding item IV D (4), we understand that with the revised methodology for
identifying schools’ subgroups for Additional Targeted Support Improvement (ATSI), more “consistently underperforming” subgroups, defined as the subgroups with the
lowest performing unit score in the bottom 10% of all schools for two consecutive years,
may be identified and addressed. We are pleased with this outcome, as it gives attention
to more of our struggling students.
However, the transparency about which subgroups and what specifically is being done to
address these subgroups is lacking. HIDOE’s ESSA Report for 2017-2018 only lists the
schools identified for Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI), Additional
Targeted Support (A-TSI) and Targeted Support and Improvement-Consistently
Underperforming (TSI-CU), not the subgroups, or the interventions being made.
http://arch.k12.hi.us/PDFs/strivehi/2018/999ESSARpt.pdf
We would like more clarity around which subgroups, what specifically is being
done to address the underperformance, the status of improvement or lack of
improvement, and why.
We have come together as signatories on this letter as organizations, identified by the
organization name in parenthesis, and as individuals who are not representing affiliated
organizations.
Mahalo,
Martha Guinan (SEAC)
Patricia Halagao
Gavin Thornton (Hawaiʻi Appleseed)
Cheri Nakamura (HE`E Coalition)
Paula Adams (Hawaiʻi Afterschool Alliance)
David Miyashiro (HawaiiKidsCAN)
William “Pila” Wilson
Deborah Zysman (Hawaiʻi Children’s Action Network)

SAVE KAAAWA Elementary School
From: Anne Karnuth <karnutha002@gmail.com>
To: boe_hawaii@notes.k12.hi.us
Aloha,
Why save Kaaawa Elementary? The list is long but I want to tell you a personal story that will show
you just how important this school is.
My husband and I have 3 children (now grown). All 3 were students at Kaaawa Elementary school
and graduated to go on to Kahuku.
When my daughter was in the 6th grade at Kaaawa she came home one day and told us she wanted to
be a teacher. At the time we thought
it was cute that she already knew what she wanted to do with her life but like most of us....life
changes. My daughter graduated with honors
from another Public School, Kahuku and was accepted to the University of Hawaii. She graduated on
schedule with a teaching degree.
Her first job was on the West side in a brand new School with AC, hundreds of students, endless
amenities and did very well. She was successful
in raising the bar for her grades test scores. However, she knew something was missing in fulfilling
her dream of becoming a teacher. This year
she attained that goal. She is now a teacher at Kaaawa Elementary School. Full Circle!
She feels that NOW she can give back to her community though she lives miles away in Mililani. Her
commute is long, the hours are long,
but nothing makes her happier than teaching at Kaaawa Elementary. My daughters brothers are very
proud of her. Her husband and their family
are very proud of her. My husband and I extremely proud of her sense of community, love of teaching
and commitment to this little school
in Kaaawa that needs teachers like my daughter to show our youth the way. She is committed to
Kaaawa Elementary and so should our State!
If Kaaawa Elementary school closes you will see a shift in the feel of community and like so many of
our past and future teachers they will leave the islands to
teach elsewhere. We need teachers who want to be part of a community and truly feel their impact on
the children they yearn to teach.
Please SAVE KAAAWA Elementary as we have personally seen first hand how a small school CAN
change a life for the good of others!
Mahalo,
Anne & Ben Karnuth
PS Please excuse any typos or grammatical errors, needed to send this offer before your meeting!
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